
The Plague

1. Noun

2. Pronoun

3. Adverb

4. Adjective

5. Interjection

6. Adverb

7. Shape

8. Conjunction

9. Adjective

10. Animal

11. Pronoun

12. Conjunction

13. Type Of Object

14. Adjective

15. Verb - Base Form

16. Verb - Present Ends In S

17. Preposition

18. Preposition

19. Interjection
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The Plague

One day, a kid named Hunter caught a disease caused by an infected Noun . Pronoun caused

Hunter to look grayish and have cuts all over his face and arms. Hunter walks around groaning, "Uuuuhhhhhh." 

Soon after he caught the disease, Hunter Adverb spread it to a Adjective , chubby kid named

Jackson by eating his leg.

Zombified Hunter and Jackson walk around Shrewsbury groaning, " interjection ," as they try to find

people to infect. The two Adverb eat off people's arms and legs, infecting them too. Before the anyone

knows it, most of the town is infected. The zombies travel in groups shaped like shape ,

Conjunction they leave trails of Adjective blood behind. Even animals like Animal can

get infected.

The last living people in the town try as hard as they can to stay alive. Pronoun barricade there houses

with anything they have like couches. One of the town's last survivors is Adam, Conjunction he defends

the rest of survivors with a type of object . But as the Adjective hordes of zombies keep on coming,

more people are lost. When Adam becomes the last living human in Shrewsbury, he decides to Verb - 

Base Form for it. As Adam is running, he Verb - Present ends in S on a rock and falls Preposition . A

big group of zombies pile Preposition him as Adam screams, " interjection ." The zombies have

taken over this town.
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